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} The high angular resolution infrared astronomy is 
essential to reveal big questions on the universe.
} History of the universe, galaxy formation, planetary 
formation, biomarker detection on exoplanet
} To achieve high angular resolution in the infrared region, 
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Space Infrared Interferometers
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} Several space infrared interferometer missions 
with formation flying(FF) have been proposed.
} Unfortunately, these mission plans were stopped.
} Their requirements for position and attitude 
control of satellites are extremely accurate.
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} Recently, the space infrared interferometer with FF 
is refocused.
} IRASSI: Far-infrared interferometer with multiple 
satellite swarms
} LIFE: Biomarker detection mission with nulling 
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Technological issue of formation flying 
infrared interferometer
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} High required control accuracy
} Optical systems inside the spacecraft should be 
controlled accurate as wavelength order
} Less than micro-meter and sub-arc-second accuracy
} Unbalance of their high development cost and high 
technological risk. 
} Development cost and launch cost for multiple large 
spacecraft are high 
Requirement relaxation
by using 













} Space infrared interferometer with densified 
pupil spectroscopy by three satellites.
} Wave length: 0.7-1um
} Aperture diameter : 5cm
} Two CubeSats reflect the light from a celestial 
body and the micro-sat combines the two light 
to observe interferometric fringe with densified 
pupil spectroscopy interferometer.
Docking form
Formation flying form Optical Diagram
Densified Pupil Spectroscopy 
Interferometer (DPSI)
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} Two reflected beams are combined at the pupil 
plane not at the focal plane
} The combined beams at pupil plane are sliced
} The sliced sub-pupils are densified by concave 
mirrors
} Input the densified sub-pupils to spectrograph
to get spectra of the bodies
Taro Matsuo, et al (2016) “A new concept for 
spectrophotometry of exoplanets with space-borne telescopes”
Requirement relaxation by DPSI
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} We divide the control accuracy requirement:
} Requirement to construct interferometric fringe
} Long term requirement
} Requirement to get clear interferometric fringe image
} Short term requirement (during exposure time)
This requirement is dramatically relaxed




} X: not related with optical path difference(OPD)
} Y, Z: Directly relate with OPD
} Coherence length is extended by spectrograph
} Relative Attitude
} 𝜃!, 𝜃": Tow beams should be overlapped
} It is easer to overlap the beams at pupil plane than focal plane
} We also have to consider the optical path difference inside the beam at 
pupil plane, but the requirement is only 100urad order.
} 𝜃#: not important
Axis Conventional DPSI Condition
Δ𝑥 1 cm order 1 cm order Two beams 
overlapping
Δ𝑦 1 µm order 1 mm order Shorter than 
coherence lengthΔ𝑧 1 µm order 1 mm order
Δ𝜃𝑥 1 µrad order 100µrad order
Two beams 
overlapping
Δ𝜃𝑦 1 deg 1 deg -
Δ𝜃𝑧 1 µrad order 100µrad order
Two beams 
overlapping
Requirement to get 
clear interferometric fringe
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} Basically, there are no relaxation
} If the structure of the interferometric fringe is varied 
during the exposure time, the image is blurred, and we
cannot take clear fringe
} We choose to decrease exposure time to 10-100msec
} Our target is bright stars or celestial bodies inside the
solar system
} Lucky imaging 
} Take a lot of data and find good fringe on ground
Axis Conventional and DPSI
Δ𝑥 1 cm order
Δ𝑦 1 µm order
Δ𝑧 1 µm order
Δ𝜃𝑥 1 µrad order
Δ𝜃𝑦 1 deg
Δ𝜃𝑧 1 µrad order
Conceptual Design of SEIRIOS
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SEIRIOS
Mission sequence and success criteria
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} Launched in docking form
} Initial operation and calibration are executed in docking form 
} After the calibration, the two Cubesats separate and start
formation flying control to get interferometric fringe
} As an extra success, we targets high-resolution imaging of 
solar system object like Europa by multiple interferometric 
fringe data at the multiple point in the UV-plane
Orbit design
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} We choose LEO since there are a lot of ride share 
chance
} The three satellites fly along-track formation in sun-
synchronous circular orbit
} The orbital plane is nearly perpendicular with target bodies
} The periodic relative orbit to keep the baseline vector 
perpendicular with target direction
} The relative orbital element (ROE) is decided by










𝑎𝛿𝜆 10 m -10 m
𝑎𝛿𝑒! 0
𝑎𝛿𝑒" 0
𝑎𝛿𝑖! 0.54 m -0.54 m
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Conceptual Design of SEIRIOS
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Item Micro-satellite CubeSats * 2











S-band up: 4 kbps
S-band down: 64kbps
X-band down: 10Mbps
S-band up: 4 kbps
S-band down: 64kbps



















} To achieve 1mm order position control 
accuracy
} Image feedback from the DPSI
} Two optical cameras to measure relative attitude of two 
reflected beam and optical path difference
} Delay line control by CubeSats
Delay line controller
Control Simulation and Experiment
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} We developed numerical simulator to confirm 
the control accuracy of spacecraft
} We also developed ground testbed for delay 
line control and get interferometric fringe
Result of Numerical simulation
Optical path difference without delay line control
Testbed for delay line control
Simulation for image reconfiguration

















} We proposed a novel formation flying infrared
interferometer with DPSI. 
} The DPSI can relax control requirements
} Optical path difference from 1um order to 1mm order
} Relative attitude control from 1urad to 100urad.
} We proposed SEIRIOS to demonstrate the 
formation flying interferometer with DPSI
} The conceptual design shows that SEIRIOS could 
be realized by one 40-kg micro-satellite and two 
10-kg CubeSats. 
} We are trying to get grant to develop SEIRIOS in 
near future
